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Snow's investigation

lntroduction
The outbreak of cholera in the vicinity of Golden Square,
central I-ondon, in the late summer of 1854, and the
subsequent removal of the handle from the Broad Street
pump, have become an enduring feature of the folklore of
public health and epidemiology. To fully understand the
incident requires an accurate reconstruction of the role of
Dr John Snow, who proposed that cholera was commonly
transmitted by drinking water.L2 Modern writers persist in
disseminating not the facts but an apocryphal story to
support a desired conclusion, as in this representative
example:

"[Snow] sat down one afternoon with a map of

I-ondon, where a recent outbreak had killed more than
500 people in one dreadful l0-day period.
He marked the locations of the homes of those who
had died. From the marks on his map, Snow could see
that the deaths had all occurred in the so-called Golden
Square area. The most striking difference between this
district and the rest of London was the source of its
drinking water. The private water company supplying the
Golden Square neighborhood ' ' . was getting its water
from a section of the Thames River that was known to be
especially polluted.

So Snow went down to Broad Street, where

'

'

suspected that one particular pump was the source

he

ofthe

contaminated water. And, in a gesture that still
reverberates among public health scholars today, he
removed the handle of the Broad Sueet pump."
Once the pump was out of commission, t}le epidemic
abated.'

This version of events states that Snow constructed a
spot map to arrive at the correct answer; it alleges that he
proceeded in an orderly manner from facts (the locations
of deaths) to hlpothesis (the infectivity of the water), and
it assumes that any reasonable person, looking at such a
spot map, would have drawn the same conclusion.
\07e will consider three sets of maps related to the
Golden Square cholera outbreak, and will show that other
observers looked at even more detailed and accurate maps
than Snow's, yet came to different conclusions about the
cause of the cholera outbreak. Moreover, Snow developed
and tested his hypothesis will before he drew his map. The
map did not give rise to the insight, but rather it tended to
confirm theories already held by the various investigators.
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The officials of St James's parish (where in Golden Square
is located) were aware that their locality had suffered a
cholera outbreak of unusual intensity, about 500 deaths
having occurred in the l0 days from Aug 3l to Sept 9,
1854, in an area of only a few square blocks.'' In
November of that year, they appointed a cholera inquiry
committee to examine the event, and asked Snow to join
them. One of his tasks was to write a report on the local
water supply, which he submitted on Dec 12, 1854.4

About a month later, Snow published a detailed
monograph on the mode of communication of cholera,
which included a discussion of the Broad Street outbreak.'
Internal evidence suggests that Snow completed the
account in his monograph before he wrote his report to
the parish commiftee. In any event, the two accounts of
his methods parallel are very similar, and accord with his
brief, earlier account, published in Sept 23,1854.u
Snow had observed cholera first-hand in 1831 as an
apprentice surgeon-apothecary, but he seems not to have
questioned prevailing theories of cholera pathology and
transmission until 1848-49, when he formulated a theory
quite at odds with the then-dominant views. Snow argued
that cholera was a localised disease of the gut, and that its

symptoms were entirely the result of fluid loss.' The
causal agent, he reasoned, must enter by mouth, multiply
within the gut, and then spread to others by the faecal-oral
route. In his 1855 monograph he suggested that the
structure of the unknown agent was that of a cell but, in

absence of microscopic evidence, he avoided
speculation on its exact nature. rJ(hile direct contact with
contaminated bedclothes, for example, could explain
cholera's spread within a household and other confined
spaces, Snow deduced that the transmission of the disease
across greater distances was due to drinking water
contaminated with raw sewage containing the specific
cholera poison. Snow described two local outbreaks of
cholera in south London in 1849 that seemed to suggest
strongly a water-borne route.t

the

When epidemic cholera next arrived

in

England in

1853-54, Snow realised that he had an opportunity to test
his hypothesis on a grand scale. Two competing water
companies had laid pipes up the same streets in several

south I-ondon districts.

In the 1848-49 epidemic, both

companies had drawn upon water from the River Thames
that had been contaminated by sewage. By 1853, one

still supplied
contaminated water, while the other company (Lambeth)
had moved its intake source upstream to a fairly clean
section of the river. Ii(rhen Snow leamed of his change in
the water supply, he realised that this arrangement
company (Southwark and Vauxhall)

constituted a superb natural experiment. He undenook
door-to-door investigations to relate cholera mortality to
the source of water and found greater mortality among
those drinking the water supplied by the Southwark and
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Vauxhall company, and made these
data the centrepiece of the 1855
edition of his monograph.' It was
this investigation in south I-ondon
that Snow suspended for several
days at the beginning of September
to investigate the severe localised
outbreak near Golden Square.

(visualising the location of houses
where deaths occurred in relation to
the placement of pumps), in the
case that he presented to the parish
officials he neither said nor alluded

to the idea that a map had
source ofthe outbreak.

he already had a
hypothesis, Snow immediately
Because

Snow first exhibited a cholera
spot map (with small black bars
indicating deaths) of the Broad
Street area at a meeting of the

investigated rhe water supply. The

piped water was supplied by

a

company that drew its water from

an unpolluted section of

Epidemiological Society of London
on Dec 4, 1854, nearly 3 months
after his first investigation.? He had
in the interim made two more local
inquiries in the Broad Street area,
though one was hampered by the
large number of local residents who
had fled the region. By December,
Snow had gathered data on 616
deaths, but because he did not
know the exact address of some
residents of St James's parish who

the

Thames; and he knew from his own
experience of living in the area that

most residents preferred pump
water. Moreover, his study of
earlier outbreaks led him to
conclude that a sharp localised
outbreak pointed to a contaminated
pump or well rather than a problem
with the general water supply.u

He turned his attention to the

five pumps near Golden

finding that most of

Square,

them
contained impurities visible to the
naked eye. By contrast, when Snow

inspected the Broad Street pump
water, on Sept 3, it looked clear;
but

had died outside the district, his
map had only 574 bars.
Flgure 1: Snow's map of cholera deaths in the

Broad Stleet area
Snow's first map showed the pump exactly at the
corner of Cambridge Street and Broad Street. The
dotted line encloses area closer to Broad Street pump
than to any other pump. The dotted line running along
Cambridge street is a subdistrict boundary.

local resident reponed that its
water had smelled offensive just the
day before. On Sept 5, Snow
obtained from the General Register
Offrce a list of the 83 deaths ascribed to cholera in the
Golden Square area since Aug 31 . In his own words:
a

, On proceeding to the spot, I found that nearly all the
deaths had taken place

within a short distance of the
[Broad Street] pump. There were only ten deaths in

houses situated decidedly nearer to another street-pump.
In five of these cases the families of the decreased persons
informed me that they always sent to the pump in Broad
Street, as they preferred the water to that of the pumps

which were nearer. In three other cases, the deceased
were children who went to school near the pump in

BroadSreet...

With regard to the deaths occurring in the locality
belonging to the pump, there were 61 instances in which
I was informed that the deceased persons used to drink
the pump water from Broad Street, either constantly or
occasionally . . .
The result of the inquiry, then, is, that there was been
no particular outbreak or prevalence of cholera in this
part of London except among the persons who were in
the habit of drinking the water of the above-mentioned
pump well.
I had an interview with the Board of Guardians of St
James's parish, on the evening of the 7th inst [Sept Z],
and represented the above circumstances to them. In
consequence ofwhat I said, the handle ofthe pump was
removed on the following day.u

Thus, Snow's initial suspicion of the Broad Street
pump was a deduction based on his intensive earlier study
of similar cholera outbreaks, not an induction arrived at
primarily from the geographical facts of the case. \flhile

Snow was clearly thinking in topographical terms
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been

instrumental in the discovery of the

Snow may have realised that

a

spot map would be a useful
illustration for his report to the

parish committee and for his own

book. The first edition
mode

of

communication

of On the
of cholera,

in 1849, contained no
maps and only one table.s By 1854
Snow had seen the excellent map in Shapter,s work on the

cholera

published

in Exeter, which Shapter included as

a

frontispiece but hardly discussed in his text. n Shapter's
book, which Snow cited in the second edition of his own
work, may have persuaded Snow of the value of a map as
an illustration.
Snow published rwo slightly different versions of his

Dap, of which the map published in his

cholera

monograph appears to be the earlier.5 By the time the
parish report was published 6 months later, Snow had
made a few revisions. The most imponant was the
addition of a dotted line enclosing the area that was closer
to the Broad Street pump (in walking distance) than to
any other street pump (figure l). Such an equidistance
line dividing a map inro regions is called a Voronoi
diagram, and Snow's second map has been credited with
being the earliest use of this device.'. The map with the
Voronoi diagram most closely mirrors Snow,s naffative
account ofhis investigarion on the spot; and the text ofhis
report to the parish committee is altered from the version
that appeared in the monograph to refer to this new
feature of the map.t This variation between Snow's two
maps lends further support to the hypothesis that he
compiled them for illustrative rather than investigative
purposes." As a result of his two later investigations on
the spot, Snow had amassed even more data to show that
most people who died of cholera, but who lived outside
the Voronoi area, had nonetheless drunk water from the
Broad Street pump.'

Besides

the Voronoi diagram, Snow made

an

apparently small change that later proved important. In
his first map, Snow had located the Broad Street pump in
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Figure 2'. Board of Health ("government") map, ftom General

Board of ]lealth
1 bar=1 death.

the wrong place, in front of the Newcastle Arms, the
public house on the comer (still there in what is now
Broadwick Street but today named after John Snow)
rather than adiacent to the house next door at number 40.
If Snow ever saw the more accurate govemment maps
that we will describe below, he would have discovered that
the spot at which he showed the pump was actually
occupied by a sewer grating. When he revised his map, he
moved the pump 24 feet to the west, to its correct
location.
Snow also modified the map

in the

parish report in

several minor ways. He altered the political boundary lines
to better show the area within which deaths had occurred,
and added subdistrict division lines (figure l). He included
one distant pump that had not been shown on his first map,

raising the total number of pumps depicted from 13 to 14.
Hb missed a more distant pump, in Nag's Head Yard, that
was shown on the other maps we will discuss below.
Because Snow was preoccupied with his more
important south London study, his initial investigation in
Broad Street was brief. Another member of the parish
inquiry committee, Rev Henry $(rhitehead, eventually
discovered the probable cause of the contamination in the
water of the pump. In April, 1855, \X/hitehead learned

*rat a child at 40 Broad Street had become ill with

cholera outbreak. Rumours held sway that sewer works
had disturbed the soil of an ancient pit where bodies had
been buried during the plague of 1665. Many feared that
this process had freed or generated noxious gases that
caused the cholera. Some alleged further that cholera
deaths had been especially numerous in houses next to
gully-holes, the openings through which sewer gases were
vented to the surface.
In response, on Sept 26, 1854, the Commission held a
special "court" in Greek Street, Soho, as The Times of
London duly recorded the next day: "Mr Cooper had
prepared a plan which accompanied his report, and on the

plan a distinguishing mark was affixed, showing the
houses in which death had occurred."'u From his study of
this map, and of the sewers themselves, Cooper
concluded that the houses nearest the gully-holes had no
greater number of deaths than houses not so situated. The
sewers of the area where most of the deaths were clustered
were in reasonable condition. The drains of the houses of

the region were in generally bad condition-with many
cesspools and deteriorating brickwork-and most of the
houses had not taken advantage of the oppornrniry to
connect their drains to the recently constructed sewers.
Broad Street was served by two non-connecting sewers,

a

new one and an old one; but the numbers of deaths
appeared to be equally divided between the parts of the
street served by the two different sewers. Few deaths had
occurred near the old plague-pit. The sewers that drained
the plague-pit area flowed northward to Regent Stregt,
where there had been few, ifany, cases ofcholera.
The chairman of the commission accordingly
concluded, as reported by The Times of London, that "the
sewers were not the cause of the cholera; that they were
not in any way connected with the disease; but that the
real cause of the calamitous occurrences in the locality . . .
was the filthy and undrained state of the houses."'' The
commissioners expressed their hopes that these facts
would be widely circulated to allay public fears.
In his report, Cooper added: "Since the outbreall six
men have been employed in these lines of sewers getting up
information on this subiect, all of whom, I am glad to state,
are quite healthy, and entirely free from disease."t' Thus,
he suggested, sewer gases were unlikely to spread cholera.

erl:r lfi'la;l zn

l*

"diarrhoea" at the end of August, and died on Sept 2. Her
mother had washed the soiled nappies and disposed of the
water through the house drains-drains that were later
shown to run a few feet from the well of the pump. An
earlier excavation of the Broad Street pump well, in the
autumn of 1854, had found the brick lining apparently
intact. But, in late April, 1855, a more careful excavation
showed that both the house drain and the pump well had
decayed brickwork that permitted percolation of fluid
from the former to the latter.t'u Snow, unaware of the
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death of this child, drew only four bars at number 40.
Later maps incorporated rVhitehead's data and showed
five bars (figure 2).

.n lrrli6'le

The earliest spot map of all
Snow did not draw a map until December, 1854; the first
spot map was produced in September of that year by

Edmund Cooper, an engineer for the Metropolitan
Commission of Sewers (figure 3)." Cooper's investigation
resulted from public complaints linking
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sewers to the
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Figure 3: Edmund Cooper's map for the Metropolitan
Commission of Sewers, September, 1854
Dark bar along street frontage indicates house in which death occurred;

thin bars behind house number indicate number of deaths in each house.
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Cooper's plan appears to be the first cholera-death spot

"On examining map given by Dr Snow, it would clearly
appear that the centre of the outburst was a spot in
Broad-street, close to which is the accused pump; and
that cases were scattered all round this nearly in a circle,
becoming less numerous as the exterior of the circle is
approached. This certainly looks more like the effect of
an atmospheric cause than any other; if it were owing to
t}re warerJ why should not the cholera have prevailed

map of the Broad Sfteet area. Moreover, his plan
accounted for 316 deaths (all those recorded in the
registrar general's weekly retums to Sept 9), far more than
the 83 deaths that Snow had investigated during the first
week of September. It also appears from Cooper's report

that he, unlike Snow, used his map as an analltical
investigative tool. Until Cooper had constructed and
examined his map, he could not know whether or not

more deaths had occurred close to the sewer gully holes.

Indeed, he may have been the

first lgth century
cartographer to have used a disease map in this fashion.
Just as Snow had an agenda in drawing his maps (to
implicate a contaminated pump), the sewer commission
also had an agenda-to clear the gully holes and sewer
excavations of suspicion. The sewers, they were happy to
report, had done nothing ro increase monality in this
fearful epidemic. Cooper called attenrion ro the number
of deaths in Broad Street, but apparently neither Cooper
nor any of the other commissioners noticed any pegrliar
concenfation of spots around the corner of Broad and
Cambridge Streets (where the now-famous pump was
located). Simply plotting deaths on a map did nor lead rhe
commission to Snow's interpretation of the facts.

The later "Goyernment" maps
The Committee on Scientific Inquiries of the General
Board of Heakh, the national body charged with
investigating the cholera epidemic, also supervised
the drawing of a ipot map of the Broad Street area (figure
2). This was printed both in the St James's parish report
and in the more voluminous central government report.a,'"

The precise relation between this map and Cooper's

earlier map is unknown; the Parish report refers to their
map as "constructed on the authoriry of the one published
in Mr Cooper's Report",n but it is unclear whether this
refers to the map as a whole, or only to the diagram of the
sewers.

The later government maps were (like Cooper's map)
more detailed than Snow's. For example, clusters of bars
depicting many deaths in the same house were befter
drawn, compared with Snow's map where some of the
bars appeared to be at quite a distance from the actual
location of the house. The houses were numbered,
making comparisons between the map and other data
easier.

The government investigators also had

the

advantage of Whitehead's discovery of the "index case,'of
the infant at number 40, Broad Street-that house shows

five bars on the government map (figure 2), compared
with four bars on Snow's two maps (figure l).
But having a better map to work from assured neither
adoption of Snow's theory nor agreement among those
who studied the map. The parish committee, as we have
seen, supported Snow's claim that the Broad Street pump
was the source of contamination, even though they held

back from endorsing Snow's enrire theory of the
pathophysiology of cholera. By publishing the government

frap, they thought they were providing

additional

evidence in Snow's favour. By contrast, the Committee on

Scientific Inquiries of the General Board of Health flatly

rejected the pump theory and insisted rhat

some

concentrated noxious atmospheric influence, no doubt
emanating from putrefting organic matter, was the cause

of the Golden Square outbreak., The committee's
thinking paralleled that of another highly respected
cholera authority, Edmund A Parkes:
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equally everywhere where the water was drunk? Dr Snow
anticipates this by supposing that those nearest the pump
made most use of it; but persons who lived at a greater
distance, though they came farther for the water, would
still take as much of it . . . There are, indeed, so many
pumps in this district, rhat wherever the outbreak had
taken place, it would most probably have had one pump
or another in its vicinity."'5

It

was

not unusual at that time to

see spot maps

invoked

in defence of a miasmatist theory of disease ffansmission.
As early as 1798, Seaman used two spot maps to illustrate
a report on deaths from yellow fever in New yorkrtu and
these maps were later used by both contagionists and anticontagionists to advance their respective causes.'i
Cooper marked with a thick bar each house in which
death from cholera had occurred, and indicated only by
thin lines how many deaths had occurred in each house.
Thus households that had suffered one and ten deaths,
respectively, appeared similar on quick inspection. For
Cooper, the cause of cholera was obviously a generalised
environmental influence, and so what mattered were the
locations at which deaths had occurred. By contrast,
Snow's theory required the unit of analysis to be the
individual, since in any house, some might have drunk the

pump water and some not. Nonetheless, the Board of

Health adopted Snow's method of marking the frequency
of individual deaths (which was rhe standard merhod of
the day), but without accepting Snow's theory.
The different conclusions drawn by the two ofEcial
investigations in Broad Street are reflected in the one
change that the parish committee made in the govemment
map. The Board of Health, in constructing their map,
saw no reason to focus on the Broad Street pump. By
contrast, on the otherwise identical map included in the
parish report, a circle was drawn, of a radius of 2 10 yards,
with the Broad Street pump at rhe centre. This circle
defined the "cholera area",. within which the mortality
was greatest. The parish committee apparently did not
realise tlat by depicting the high-risk zone as circular,
they were inviting a rebuttal such as Parkes,, that the
diffusion of an impure atmospheric influence would best
explain the distribution of deaths. By contrast, Snow in
drawing his irregularly-shaped area based on walking
distance to the nearest pump, neatly turned aside such a
criticism.

The government map-makers disagreed

among

themselves in one other way. The local inspectors
appointed by the General Board of Health to investigate
the Broad Street outbreak, Drs Fraser, Ludlow, and
Hughes, found themselves walking the pavements at the
same time that Cooper was making his survey of the
sewers, and the two groups exchanged information on at
least one occasion. Bur, while Cooper thought that his
own map conclusively proved that the sewers were not to
blame for the epidemic, the Board inspectors stated in
their repon that the gully-holes and their bad smells had
been a major source of the cholera.t, Neither Cooper nor
the Board inspectors offered any sort of numerical analysis
in defence of their respective interprbtations.
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Gonelusion
appears that John Snow thought geographically, but did
not use a map, to discover the likely source of the Broad
Street outbreak. Snow's map of the epidemic area was
simply the visual representation of a deduction from a
theory of transmission developed earlier, which in tum
was grounded in a theory of the pathology of cholera as
primarily a disorder of the gastrointestinal tract. But, since
1902, when reproductions of his maps began to appear in
textbooks of hygiene and public health," our fascination
with the map has tended to diston our understanding of
his methods. As our survey of the govemment Broad
Street maps has shown, the mere act of seeing data
arranged graphically in space yields no new understanding
without the support of a pathological theory.
One sees an echo of Snow the mapmaker, without the
corresponding appreciation of Snow the thinker, in
today's "desktop mapping revolution" among public-

It

health investigators, both lay and

professional.

Geographic information systems (GIS) are in vogue to
show the geographical distribution of individual or

morbidity or monality.'n GIS and
in general has great potential
biologically plausible
specific
used
to
test
when
hypotheses about causes of disease. But these same
aggregate

spatioanalytical research

methods can be dangerously misleading when used
merely to generate information about geographical and
epidemiological associations. Associative data, plotted in
the form of a highly sophisticated and accurate map, may
easily seduce us into concluding that we have learned
! something about the cause of disease' Resulting claims
about disease "hot spots" may create uniustified worry
and distract attention from solid but less visually
appealing lines of research.'*" If the methodological
assumptions underlying these uses of GIS are correct,
Edmund Cooper and not John Snow would have been
credited with unravelling the Broad Street cholera
outbreak.

As the tale of the Broad Street pump has been
into an anecdote resembling an urban

uansformed

legend, a recurring theme represents Snow as a clear-eyed
modern thinker who saw the facts, and was opposed by

defenders

of ancient

preconceived theories.

But it

misrepresents history, and does Snow an injustice, to
imagine that he was not guided every bit as much by his
own theory as his opponents were by theirs'
IITe thank David Zuck for research assistance, and the Ilndon
Metropolitan Archive for permission to reproduce figures 1 and 3.
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Debbie Richardson assisted with preparation ofthe paper.
Supponed by Michigan State University Excellence Award for
Interdisciplinary Scholarship, funded by the Phi Kappa Phi Foundation.
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Jan P Vandenbroucke

Italy

Oepaftm€nt of Clinhal Epldemiolos/. t€lden
Unlv€Glty Med'rcal C€ntte, 23OO RC t€lden.
Nethertands
(emall: vdbroucke@mail.medfac.leidenunlv.nl)
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Oepartment of Clinlcal and Expedmental
Mediclne, Divlslon of Cardiolog/, Unlverslty of
Padova, Via Giustiniani 2-1, 35128 Padorra,

D,Topoltg CeliffMR, Bcrgcr
BP, Holncs RD tr. Gerdiogcnic shock
omplicrting ecutc coronary syndromcs.
Ia nctt 200o; 3 562 7 49 -56.
Spitzuagcl H, Chung O, Xie Q, ct d.
Cudioprotcctivc cffects of drc
Nr(+)/H(+)-crchengc inhibitor ceriporidc
. ia inferct-induccd hcsn frilurc. Cardiooe
Rar 20OO; tl6: 102-10.
3 Hrmiltoo TC, !0cstoo AH. Cron*dito,
aicoreodil aad pinacidil: aovcl drugs
which opcn potassim channcls in gmoodl
musclc. Ga Phanuol 1989i 20: 1-9.
4 McClcllen KL Ploskcr GL. Trimctazidinc:
e rcvicw of its u* in stablc enginr pcctoris
gnd othcr coronary conditions. Dnz3's
1999;58: 143-57.
5 Della Volta S, Maraglino G, Dclla
Velcntine P, Vicna P, Desidcri A.
Comperison of trimctazidinc widr
nifcdipinc in cffon angina: e doubleblind,
Hesdei

2

crossovcr study. Cardiooasc Drugs
1990; 4 (ruppl 4): 853-59.
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Brcdy H, Rip MR' Vtntcn-tohruscn P,
Pencth N, R.<bnea S. Map'meking end
myth-making in Brotd Saccc tbc Landon
c,holcrc cpidcmig 1854. Larut 2@O; 356:

6,H8.

2

Csmcroa D,Ioo€s IG.Iohn Snow, thc
Broad Succt pump and modcm

cpidcrriologr.

Inti

Epi&niol 1983; 12:

19346.

3

Vrndcobrouckc fP. Whidr Jobn Snow
should rct thc cunPlc for clinical
cpidcmiology? J Gfth Epidcniol 1988;,ll:

4
5

.

r2l5-16.

VsndmbrouckcJP, Eclkmen Roods HM'
Bcukc H. !?ho madc John Snow e hcro?
An J EPideniol l99 l; 133: 967-?3.
TTinkclstcin VJ. A ncw pespcctivc on
Snow's communicablc disesc thaty. Am J

E?idqilA $95;l4Z (suPPl):

I ger:rl theory, the bclief
that causcs of diseases such as ctrolcra
could at last be understood by
cpidemiolog5r, 8nd thc cumulative
efforts of thosc who influenccd Snow,
including the Reverend Hcnry
!?hitchead, who worked side by side
acceptance of

.

with Snow, and to whom some

contemporaries have given the bulk of
the credit for solving the Broad Street
cpidemic.
Brody and coUeagues rnay or may
not agrec that Snow, truly a product of

his times, was not so muctr

This position is gencrally acccpted
for Snow's specific srudy of
l-ondon cholera incidence as a
function of water supply, the key
elements of which had long bcen
known, had been pointed out by
!flilliam Farr, and had been much
discussed in the newspapers bcfore

1{.

Sir-Howard Brody and colleagues
$uly l, p 64)' mention that John Snow

had a hypothesis about water supply
and cholcra infection.

Snow and the Broad Street
pump: a rediscovery

The observadon by Snow of an
outbreak of cholera in the rJ0ater l-anes
of his native York' is not generally
known. These lanes, as the name

Sir-Howard Brody and

implies, are adiacent

colleagues

(fuly I, p 64)' make a

welcome

addition to the ever-growing literature

about Jotrn Snow and

thc

interpretation of his investigations.

Brody and co-workers draw
attention to the hitheno ncglected
fcaturc of map-making in Snow's
cholera investigations. However, thcy
also make a second point: Snow did

not create his hypo*resis rbout the
spread of cholera by looking at his
data, but collcctcd ttre data bccause of
his preconceived ideas about the

contagiousness

of the

disease. This

point has slready becn discovered and
rcdiscovered.2-t General readers might
have bencfited if the authors had
drawn attention to these earlier
papers, each of which has highlighted
other features of Snow's investigations

to the River
Ouse. Residents had always obtained
their water supply from the

Ouse.
After a local outbreak of cholera in this

district, however, they were made to
use the piped water in York, and the

outbreak stopp€d.

The

rcsidents

reruroed to using the river water' with
resultant disease, until this supply was

oncc more Prohibit€d' with

good

effect.
Gus Praut
Halstead COg 2FA" Essex. UK

I

6,1-68.
Snow J. Ol Sc mode ofcommunicedon of
cholcra, 2nd cdn. I-ondon: John Churchill,
1855.

around the Broad Street pump. In

particular, one paper already
mentioncd that the medical iournals of
his time abounded with maps
drawn to prove the rivalling miasma
theory..
Snow's preconceprions were s6ong
in his data_collection and in data
1688

Snow set out to organise them into

a

study.

But the same sJmthetic talents,
also evident in the Broad Street pump

investigation, have ironically been ill
served by idealised accounts that
simpli$ the investigation and pump

removal story by omitting its full
context. First, that cholera was a
microbial disease had becn opcnly
speculated since

at least the

1830s,

as noted by Limosin-I-amonthe
and many otiers. By 1854 the
theory had been widely if not
universally accepted. Second, that

cholera was at least somefimes
waterbome had been accepted for
decades; kuret, among others,
had. stated the case as early as
1831.' Third, the use of
epidemiological tcchniques to
investigate the mode of cholera
transmission was well established by
1854. Benoiston de Chiteauneuf and

colleagues, and other French
investigators, had done so in 1832,
work with which Snow was almost
certainly familiar. Moreover, George

Brody H, Rip M& Vinton-Johren P'
Pencth N, Rrchmen S. MeP-meking rnd

myth-making in Bmed Succc thc Iandon
drolcre cpidcmic, 1a54. Iznut 2gOO:, 356:

2

an

innovator as an ingenious Emthcsiser.

Budd, the clder brother

of

Snow's

cholera rival tWilliam Budd, had done

(with colleague George Busk)

an

insightful epidemiological investigation
of a cholera outbreak in 1837. Fourth,
as Brody and colleagues note, spot

of disease occurrence were
common by the 1850s. They were
used sparingly, and generally only to
maps

Sir-Howard Brody and colleagues illustratc points made elsewherc with

hclp to deconsmrct the mythical
features of John Snow's

data, or with logical arguments. Before
and

investigation, the Shapter map cited by Brody

is a necessary 6rst step in
understanding the origins of public

which

colleagucs, Bydd and Busk had used

health.

outbreak investigation, as had Henry

cholcra spot maps

in their

THE LANCET. Vol 356. November I t,
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Coopcr' ana

CS.g. Mcndenhall' in

thcL respcctive invcstigations of
cholera cpidcmics in Hull (18a9) end
Cirocinnati (t850).

Finalln the association of cholera
with contaminated wclls had becn
recogniscd for so tong that, well before
1854, the rcmoval of pump handles

had bccome

a

symbbficilly-charged
In addition to the

public-hcalth 8ct.

l83l rcport of

T.curerr'specific

cxqmFlcs of the association of ctrolcra
with wclls are many. For cxample,

in 1849 to pcrsuade IJK
officials that cholera could be
prwcnted by drinking rain water,
eftet failing

instead of well water, American tohn
l,ca provcd his point with the hclp of a
spot map constructed during the oext
year's outbreak in I-ouisville,

Kentucky.{ By 1849 the Board of
Health in St l.ouis, MO, had begun

to cnd
cpidemic cholcra, and at lcast onc US
city prohibitcd thc usc of well water
during periods of cholera prevalencc.'
removing pump handles

By 1850, somc (IK investigators scem

to have arrived at the same conclusions
independendy: in the 1850 Salford
cpidemic, transmission was stoppcd by
pump handle removals.t
I do not wish to take credit away
Aom Snow, but there is a much larger

and richer story of the growth and

commitmcnt to contagionist doctrine.t
Snow's careful reasoning ilr 1849,
intcgrating clinicsl, pathological, end
epidemiological data, was not stricdy
speaking e contagious theory, since
that tcrm in Snow's day was generally
rcstrictcd to disease tr:rosmission by
touch or by inhalation of morbid
mattcr from thc bodies of the sick

publicatioo of the second cdition of his

dcath

intcrcstcd

widely

Howard Brody, Michael Rip,
Peter WnteftJohansen, Niget Pa neth,
Stephen Rachman

Indee4 a critical point in Snow's
ttreory$uilding camc with the
realisation that most of the

Michigan State Untuersity, East Lansing,

Ml 48824, USA

contagionists of his day were confused

discounting the possibiliry of a
faecal-oral rcrute of transmission.

in

I

Snow, thercforc, used the less cornmon

term 'mode of communication' for
cholera. Wc havc dealt with Snow's

3

thcyc

l2t5-16.

Vandenbroucke's two carlier papers on

Snow.t

the

3

lfe did not, however' petccive
dircct relcvance of

thosc papers
report.

to th€ argument in this

4

Wc lre puzzled bY Dr
Vsndcnbroucke's assertion ttrat
medical ioumals abounded with

1850.

4 L.al.

Imt

Cholcm: thc gological rhary.

l85l:89-9?.

5

Anon. Repons end cvidocc on watcr
supply. Q Ra 1850;8?: 46A-502.

Hczlth l99a; A8z 1545-53.
Snowl. On the rupposcdinflucnce of
offcnsivc radcs on monality. Itut 1856;
2;95-97 .

few maps in Snow's day were
published in medical ioumals and
none of thc 6ve maPs we discuss
appeared in joumals.

Vandenbroucke

grves

factory

Snow's preconception. Unfornrnately'
this statement creatcs Potential
confusion. Snow was not referring
to large industrial Plants but to

gases generated

in some of these trades

might 'be fatal if breathed
in concentrated form. His key

assertion was rather that gases from
nuisance trades were not a vehicle for
the spread of communicable disease.'
We agree with Gus Plaut that
Snow's 1849 works on cholera, which

include his mention of the \$7ater
I-anes of York, are much less well
known dran his investigations

in

Disclosure of results of
gastriccancer operations
ln Japan
Sir-An anicle in the moming edition
of rhe Mainichi Neuspaper, Aug 6,

produced foul-smelling odours.
Snow frecly admiaed that ttrc

TrauAmMclSu l85l;14:

Pencth N, Vintcn-Johanscn P, Brody H,
Rip M. A rinlry of foulncss: o6ciel end
unofhcial invcstigations of thc London
cholcra cpidcmic of 1854. Am J F,l[,lr

maps defining miasma theory. Very

making, and slaughterhouses, which

89-97.

VradobrouckcfP. Whicbfoho Soow
rhould rct thc g.r-nplc for ctioical
epidcmiology? J Cfiz EpAbnid 1988; 4l:

in another
which wc cited

careful reasoning process

report in

of

Mcd Gazeaz 1849; 44l.745-52.

2

tradcs such as bone-boiling, tripe-

2

SnowJ. On thc pathology end mode

comnuicatioo of cholcra gtaitt l). Itndon

David M Morens

F. M6moirc su l'6pidcmic ecmcllc
dcsign€c crouchard lc oom dc chol6rumorbus dc l'[ode. Parir: I 83 l.
Coopcr H. On thc cholcm moneliry in Hull
during thc cpidcmic of 1849. J Srar &c
landoa 1853; 16: 34?-5 l.
Modcnhdl G. An eccouotofcholcn
es ir eppcercd in Cincimeti duriag

a microbial disease was
if not universally accepted

during those years.

fumes as another cxamPle of

I l:wt

to lcarn that thc view of

cholcra as

dcvelopment of public hcalth, in which
rnacsthctist John Snow, for a few years
st the cnd of his shon life, played such
an imponant and synthetic part.
National lnstitutes of Heallh, 8€thesda.
MD 20892, USA
(e{ail: dm.27oq@nih.gov)

in 1855 end his
in 1858, would have bccn

cholcra monograph

1854

(although the York information was
provided to Snow by a corrcspondent

Authors'reply

and Snow did not

Sir-Jan P Vandenbroucke, in one
of his earlier papers, discussed

!fle hold, as David Morens notcs,
drat Snow was both an innovator

Personally

investigate in that citY).'

2000, on the results of a suwey done by

the Japan Gastric Cancer Society,

reports that 5-ycar sunrival rates after
gastric-cancer surgery in cancer centres
and hospitals in Japan differ gready'
and hes aroused much interest.t
In 1999, the Japan Gastric Cancer
Sociery published tlre results of its

nationwide sur:vey on various fearures

of

gastric-cancer surgery' such

as

postoperative death rates and stagespecific 5-year suwival rates in patients

trated at 18 cancer cenres
universiry hospitals

in

and

Japan. The

in all the centres have had
much experience in and have presented

doctors

many papers on

gastric-cancer

treatrnent.r The purpose of the repon
by thc Japan Gastric Cancer Sociery
was to clarifu the current rate of gastriccancer treatment in Japan and to

and an ingenious synthcsiser. Although

ottrers proposed various clements of

provide references for establishing
guidelines for standard gastric-cancer

surprised that he refers now to Snow's
'preconceived ideas about the
contagiousness of discase".
Snow did not derive his theory

Snow's theory, only Snow offered

thcrapy.

cholera from staring

cndured much derision from the
sanitary establishment bctween the

Snow's 1849 reasoning process' at

somc length.r We ar€,

of the

theref,ore,

comprehensive hlryothesis that
integrated cholera pathology witi

waterbome transmission of

at dots on

maps, nor from an unthinking, a priori

THE IANCET. Vol 356. Novcmbcr
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a

cholera transmission at multiple

ecological levels. Snow himself, who

According to the report, the 5-Year
survival rate in cases of T2 invasion
depth (cancer that has penetrated the
submucosal tissuc layer but not the
proper muscle or the subscrosa) ranges

ftom 46'4Yo to 78'9%. The

5-Year

r689

